STEP 1: Paint Light Basecoat
Spray light basecoat of colors over entire mural, using large sweeping motion and 3–5 colors.

STEP 2: Apply Stencils
Lay 2-3 stencils onto basecoat & spray with other colors. Reposition, overlap stencils and spray again, changing colors.

STEP 3: Drizzle on Darker Outlines
Drizzle a bit of Liquid Watercolor™ directly from the 8 oz. bottle using large sweeping arm movements, for dark contrasting outlines, and “movement.”

STEP 4: Add Silver & Gold LW Accents
Drizzle gold and silver Liquid Watercolor™ from 8 oz. bottles. Mix gold w/yellow and silver w/blue on separate paper plates. Roll on metallic mix with foam texture rollers.

Extensions

Vocabulary
Line, Shape, Color, Texture, Volume, Rhythm, Primary Colors, Secondary Colors

Free Art Ideas! Find more art, crafts & curriculum ideas at www.earlychildhood.com